Coffee With Chris
While you’re having a cup of coffee/favorite beverage over the weekend, I wanted
to share a few things about this past week/month that look to be important and
could be creating opportunities going forward.

A reminder to old and new members, Kimble Charting Solutions is NOT about being
bullish or bearish. Our goal is to seek out opportunities regardless of market
direction.

Small Pattern Can Lead To Big Movement!
The above graphic highlights a “Doji Star” pattern, which can take place at
significant highs. When the pattern forms, it is tiny (not much up or down
movement), and it is easy to overlook.
The chart below was published on Zero Hedge in November of last year. To see this
post CLICK HERE. This chart highlighted that a “Monthly Doji Star pattern had taken
place while the 5-year yield was testing 18-year falling resistance.”

What happened to Yields Stocks following the Doji Star Pattern last fall? See below

Not only did yields fall hard, the S&P did as well!

Yesterday was the last day of March, and a couple of Monthly patterns caught my
attention. This chart looks at the S&P on a monthly basis. What pattern took place
at the 2007 highs? A Monthly Doji Star! Did another Doji Star topping pattern take
place last month in the S&P 500? Possible

Did a Doji Star topping pattern take place last month in the NYSE index as it was
kissing the underside of falling resistance? Possible!

Did a Monthly Doji Star pattern take place last month in the DAX, while it was
kissing the underside of the neckline of a bearish head & shoulders topping
patterns? Possible

Did the S&P create a monthly Doji Star pattern at the right shoulder of a bearish
head & shoulders topping pattern? Possible!

Adv/Dec line remains strong, which historically is a positive for stocks.

Below looks at the yield on the 10-year note and the S&P 500. In 2000 and 2007,
yields peaked a few months ahead of stocks and then both proceeded to fall hard.
Yields at this time looked to have peaked last fall and weakness of late has them
breaking below support this past month.

It could take a few weeks to see if the Doji Star patterns are reflecting that a key
top is in play. I will be discussing these patterns in greater detail in this week’s
upcoming Premium Members webinar and upcoming reports.
Have a great weekend everyone!

If you have any thoughts or questions about these patterns I welcome them.

Please send them to Kimblechartingsolutions@gmail.com.

Best Regards,
Chris Kimble
Kimble Charting Solutions

Kimble Charting Solutions (blog)
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